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FACEBOOK LAUNCHES VIRTUAL REALITY-POWERED
WORKSPACE FEATURES

Relevant for: Security Related Matters | Topic: Basics of Cyber Security and related matters
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Facebook has introduced Horizon Workrooms, an app that will enable users to collaborate with
colleagues using virtual reality (VR) with the Oculus Quest 2 headset.

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

The “mixed reality experience” that will allow users to connect their physical desk and
compatible keyboard with the virtual room. Users will also be able to access and share files from
their computer in the virtual room. They can write on a virtual whiteboard, export contents and
share them as images on a computer.

“Workrooms works across both virtual reality and the web and is designed to improve your
teams ability to collaborate, come or communicate, and connect remotely, through the power of
VR,” the company said in a statement.

To personalise the experience, Facebook has enabled users to create custom looks or avatars,
helping them feel like they’re really with their colleagues. Additionally, low latency spatial audio
support with will make conversations sound real and flow smoothly, according to the company.

Also Read | Facebook aims to prove VR's popularity more than virtual

The tech giant has also extended support for hand tracking, which will allow users to control the
keyboard and other features using their hands. The app will support up to 50 people on a video
call, and up to 16 people in the virtual room, Facebook noted.

Facebook clarified it does not use work conversations and materials to show ads on the
platform, and said that no third-party apps can access or view the material either.

Workrooms Horizon is Facebook’s step ahead to create the metaverse, a world beyond mixed
reality that is capable of powering the next generation of the Internet.
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